Quick Character Breakdown

Act 1, Sc 1
Taylor- (F,40s) Polished, intense news anchor. Requires onstage kissing.
Rick- (M, 40s) Serious, aggressive news anchor. Requires onstage kissing.
Erin- (F, 30s-40s) A bubbly, spirited reporter.

Act 1, Sc 2
A.J- (M, 50s) Gregarious, well-dressed Texas charmer. Requires onstage kissing and whistling.
Twyla- (F, 30-40s) Typical blonde. Requires onstage kissing.
Corrine- (F, 40-50s) Fashionable, smart, Texas realtor. Requires onstage kissing.
Hollis- (F, 40s-50s)- vivacious, no-nonsense Texas woman.
Elsie- (F, 70s-80s) A feisty Texas woman- A.J’s mother.

Act 1, Sc 3
Sugar Lee- (F, 50s) vivacious, charming Georgia peach. Requires onstage kissing.
Bobby Dwayne- (M, 50s) Sugar Lee’s new husband. Requires onstage kissing.
Nita- (F, 50s) A sweet simple country friend of Sugar Lee. Requires singing.
Carlene- (F, 50s) A self-deprecating, no-nonsense friend of Sugar Lee. Requires onstage kissing and singing.
Mavis- (F, 60s) Brusque but likeable friend of Sugar Lee.
Crystal- (F, 50s) Daffy and loveable friend of Sugar Lee. Requires singing.
Porter- (M, 50s) Good-hearted, loud talking boyfriend of Clarene. Requires onstage kissing.

Act 2, Sc 1.
Alastair- (M, 50s) Dry and reserved British man. Requires onstage kissing.
Gwendolyn- (F, 50s) Friendly and kind British woman. Requires onstage kissing.
Lottie- (F, 90s) Dedicated, seen-it-all, Cockney waitress. Requires singing.
Brandy- (F, 40s) Oklahoman chatterbox who wears revealing clothes and cheap jewelry. Requires onstage kissing.
Ferlin- (M, 40s) Brandy’s rough-hewn angry ex-fiance. Requires onstage kissing.

Act 2, Sc 2
Stan (M, 50s)- On edge man preparing to pop the question to his girlfriend Deena. Requires onstage kissing, comfortable wearing boxers on stage, and ability to lift woman.
Jake (M, 40s)- Easy-going friend of Stan. Requires ability to lift woman and singing.
Mimi (F, 50s)- French caterer who passes out. Requires being comfortable being lifted/manhandled by cast.
Amber (F, 40s)- Blonde, adorable, dim singing telegram who can sing and tap.
Rita (F, 40s)- Feisty, man-hungry paramedic.
Meredith (F, 50s)- Sophisticated, wry ex-wife of Stan. Requires onstage kissing.
Deena (F,30-40s)- Pampered, assured girlfriend of Stan. Requires onstage kissing.
Willard (M, 50s)- Bookish and bewildered middle-aged man.